'Know thyself' and join the chorus 'Laudato si'

It's rather unusual to engrave 'Know Thyself' as the frontispiece of a temple as if it was a form of
worship. That precisely was the inscription on the frontal beam of a temple in Delphi, in Greece,
around 300 B.C.
Know thyself: What comes first: 'who are you' OR 'what are you?
What are you OR who are you? – Fire!
A simple fact of life is that about 4% of who/what you are as a body person is fire. Sure, you are
much more than fire. However, you would not be wrong if you answered, 'I am fire.' Curiously,
the fire does not need us at all. We need it for our survival. Without it, we are not. We are because
fire is. Fire was before us, and it will be there after us.
Among all the creatures, we are the only ones who are gifted and blessed to know this truth. All
of us are kept warm all the time, whether we are awake or asleep. About 7.9 billion bodies are
warmly kept alive all over the world at the same time. We do not even know how we are kept
warm. Imagine humans being given the responsibility to keep everyone warm. Our life span
would have shortened considerably. God almost anticipated our inability to handle our own inner
ovens. So it is done to us. If our bodies go cold, we will soon be counted among the dead.
The fire is the same, whether we are males, females or transgender persons, people of all
religions, agnostics and atheists, in the East, West, North or South, anywhere in the world. We
are all connected to a cosmic fire cylinder. All those who exist by fire remain fire-wise connected.
And wherever there is fire, we too are there.

The one, who takes time to become aware of and be grateful for the gift of fire, would naturally
deal with its presence with care wherever it is. And the one, who defiles fire, inadvertently harms
oneself and also the cosmos. Fire and those who live by it ever remain connected to the owner
of everything and everyone, the author of life, our Creator God, Abba: may we join nature's sunlit choir, singing aloud: Laudato si!
What are you OR who are you? – Earth!
A third simple fact of life is that about 12% of who/what we are as a body person is earth. Sure,
you are much more than earth. However, you would not be wrong if you answered, 'I am
earth'. Curiously, the earth does not need us at all. We need it for our survival. Without it, we are
not. We are because earth is. Earth was before us, and it will be there after us.
Among all the creatures, we are the only ones who are gifted and blessed to know this truth. Till
we die, we shall be earthy. Whether we sit, stand, walk or run or sleep, we stay earthbound.
There is always earth inside of us and outside of us. Mother earth is carrying about 7.9 billion
humans all over the world almost at the same time. If the earth-element moves out of us, we
stop being humans.
The earth element is the same, whether we are males, females or transgender persons, people
of all religions, agnostics and atheists, in the East, West, North or South, anywhere in the world.
We are always being carried in the arms of mother earth. And wherever there is earth, we too
are there.
The one, who takes time to become aware of and be grateful for the gift of the earth, would
naturally deal with its presence with care wherever it is. And the one, who defiles earth,
inadvertently harms oneself and also the cosmos. Earth and those who live by it remain ever
connected to the owner of everything and everyone, the author of life, our Creator God, Abba may we join nature's country choir and keep humming: Laudato si!
What are you OR who are you? – Water!
Another fact of life tells us about 72% of who/what we are as a body person is water. Sure, you
are much more than water. However, you would not be wrong if you answered, 'I am
water.' Curiously, the water does not need us at all. We need it for our survival. Without it, we
are not. We are because water is. Water was before us, and it will be there after us.
Among all the creatures, we are the only ones who are gifted and blessed to know this truth. Till
we die, we shall live thirsting for water. About 80% of our brains is just water, 72 % of the heart
and lungs are composed of water. Our lungs, hearts, and brains are playing with water all the
time, asleep or awake. An ocean of water keeps flowing inside 7.9 billion humans worldwide
almost at the same time. If the water element moves out of us, we will turn out to be dry bones.
The water element is the same, whether we are males, females or transgender persons, people
of all religions, agnostics and atheists, in the East, West, North or South, anywhere in the world.

Water remains connected to wherever water exists, in an invisible tiniest minuscule way, by the
law of attraction. All those who exist by water remain connected through waterways. And
wherever there is water, we too are there.
The one, who takes time to become aware of and be grateful for the gift of water, would naturally
deal with its presence with care wherever it is. And the one, who defiles water, inadvertently
harms oneself and also the cosmos. Water and those who live by it ever remain connected to the
owner of everything and everyone, the author of life, our Creator God, Abba - may we join
nature's harmonious choir, musically accompanying: Laudato si!
What are you OR who are you? - Space!
Another fact of life tells us that about 6% of who/what we are as body persons is space/ether.
Sure, you are much more than space. However, you would not be wrong if you answered, 'I am
space.' Curiously, the space does not need us at all. We need it for our survival. Without it, we
are not. We are because space is. Space was before us and it will be there after us.
Among all the creatures, we are the only ones who are gifted and blessed to know this truth. Till
we die, we shall be in space. Whether we sit, stand, walk or run or sleep, we remain space bound.
Inside there is space, so also outside. The space like a womb surrounds all 7.9 billion humans all
over the world almost at the same time. If the space element moves out of us, we stop being
humans.
The space element is the same, whether we are males, females or transgender persons, people
of all religions, agnostics and atheists, in the East, West, North or South, anywhere in the world.
We are always being held as if in a womb of space. Space remains connected to wherever space
exists, in an invisible tiniest minuscule airily way, by the law of attraction. All those who exist by
space remain space-wise connected. And wherever there is space, we too are there.
The one, who takes time to become aware of and be grateful for the gift of space, would naturally
deal with its presence with care wherever it is. And the one, who defiles space, inadvertently
harms oneself and also the cosmos. Space and those who live by it remain ever connected to the
owner of everything and everyone, the author of life, our Creator God, Abba - may we join
nature's open choir singing along Laudato si!
What are you OR who are you? - Air!
Another simple fact of life is that about 6% of who/what you are as a body person is air. Sure,
you are much more than air. However, you would not be wrong if you answered, 'I am
air.' Curiously, the air does not need us at all. We need it for our survival. Without it, we are not.
We are because air is. Air was there before us, and it will be there after us.
Among all the creatures, we are the only ones who are gifted and blessed to know this truth. The
coming and going of the air is channelled in a never-ending process. About 7.9 billion noses are
doing the same thing all over the world almost at the same time. We neither consciously breathe

in or out. It keeps on happening. If that does not happen for five minutes, we are breathless and
dead.
The air is the same, whether we are males, females or transgender persons, people of all
religions, agnostics and atheists, in the East, West, North or South, anywhere in the world.
We are all connected to an organic cosmic oxygen cylinder. Air remains connected to wherever
air exists, in an invisible tiniest minuscule airily way, by the law of attraction. All those who exist
by air remain air-wise connected.
And wherever there is air, we too are there.
The one, who takes time to become aware of and be grateful for the gift of air, would naturally
deal with its presence with care wherever air is. And the one, who defiles air, inadvertently harms
oneself and also the cosmos. The air and those who live by it remain connected to the owner of
everything and everyone, the author of life, our Creator God, Abba - may we join nature's choir
and chant: Laudato si! Fr. Ittoop Panikulam SVD
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